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Chapter 1 : The Lesser Key of Solomon, Goetia
The Lesser Key of Solomon, also known as Clavicula Salomonis Regis or Lemegeton, is an anonymous grimoire (or
spell book) on calendrierdelascience.com was compiled in the midth century, mostly from materials a couple of centuries
older.

This prefatory note is only found in Harleian MSS. In both cases it is the preface to the entire book. In the first
thou mayest see and know how to avoid errors in experiments, operations, and in the spirits themselves. In the
second thou art taught in what manner magical arts may be reduced to the proposed object and end. It is for
this reason that thou shouldst take great heed and care that this Key of secrets fall not into the hands of the
foolish, the stupid, and the ignorant. For he who is the possessor hereof, and who availeth himself hereof
according to the ordinances herein contained, will not only be able to reduce the magical arts herein unto their
proposed end, but will, even if he findeth certain errors herein, be able to correct them. Any art or operation of
this kind will not be able to attain its end, unless the master of the art or exorcist, shall have this Work
completely in his power, that is to say, unless he thoroughly understand it, for without this he will never attain
the effect of any operation. For this reason I earnestly pray and conjure the person into whose hands this Key
of Secrets may fall, neither to communicate it, nor to make any one a partaker in this knowledge, if he be not
faithful, nor capable of keeping a secret, nor expert in the arts. It is now necessary to notice in particular at
what hour accomplishment and perfection should be given to the arts, all things necessary having been
previously prepared. This paragraph is not found in Aub But when neither hour nor time of operation or
invocation is specified, it is then much better to perform these experiments at night, seeing that it is more easy
to the spirits to appear in the peaceful silence of night than during the day. And thou shouldst inviolably
observe, that wishing to invoke the spirits, either by day or by night, it is necessary that it should be done in a
place hidden, removed, secret, convenient, and proper for such art, where no man frequenteth or inhabiteth, as
we shall relate more fully in its place. And this should be done while the Moon is on the increase, But if by
night, until the third hour. This paragraph is missing in Aub24 and Ad. As for operations of destruction and
desolation, we should practice and put them into execution on the day of Saturn at the first hour, or rather at
the eighth or fifteenth of the day; and from the first until the eighth hour of the night. Experiments of games,
raillery, deceit, illusion, and invisibility, ought to be done at the first hour of Venus, and at the eighth hour of
the day; but by night at the third and at the seventh. This paragraph appears in Aub24 and Ad. The readings in
Aub. For experiments of seeking love and favor, in whatever way it may be desired, they will succeed,
provided that they have been prepared at the proper hours. To complete12 extraordinary experiments, having
completed all other preparations, the Moon should be in Aquarius or Leo, and in the increase. This paragraph
appears only in Ad. But as regards beginners, they should always have the days and hours well disposed and
appropriate unto the art. And the wise should only observe the precepts of the art which are necessary, and in
observing the other solemnities necessary they will operate with a perfect assurance. It is, nevertheless,
necessary to take care that when thou shalt have prepared any experiment thyself for the days and hours
ordained, that it should be performed in clear, serene, mild, and pleasant weather, without any great tempest or
agitation of the air, which should not be troubled by winds. For when thou shalt have conjured any spirits in
any art or experiment, they will not come when the air is troubled or agitated by winds, seeing that spirits have
neither flesh14 nor bones, and are created of different substances. Others from wind, unto which they are like.
Others from solar vapors. Others from the keenness and strength of fire; and when they are invoked or
summoned, they come always with great noise, and with the terrible nature of fire. This paragraph is not found
in Aub24 or Ad. This paragraph and the next are not found in Aub24, Ad. Others17 which are formed from
wind appear like thereunto and with exceeding swift motion, and whensoever those which are created from
Beauty18 appear, they will show themselves in a fair and agreeable form; moreover, whensoever thou shalt
call the spirits created from air, they will come with a kind of gentle breeze. This paragraph is only found in
Add. It is also found in Aub They are clever, whence it comes that these last are all specified by Solomon in
his Book of Ornament, or of Beauty. They show great ostentation and vainglory in their dress, and they rejoice
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in many ornaments; the boast of possessing mundane beauty, and all sorts of ornaments and decorations. Thou
shalt only invoke them in serene, mild, and pleasant weather. The spirits19 which are created of fire reside in
the East, those created of wind in the South. Take heed further, that every time that thou performest any
experiment, to reduce it unto perfection with the requisite solemnities, thou shalt recommence the former
experiment if interrupted therein, without the preparation of hours or other solemnities. If by chance it should
happen that having performed an experiment with due observance of days, hours, and requisite solemnities,
thou shalt find it unsuccessful, it must be in some manner false, ill-arranged and defective, and thou must
assuredly have failed in some matter; for if thou doest ill in one single point, these experiments or these Arts
will not be verified. Thus upon this chapter dependeth this whole key of arts, experiments, and operations, and
although every solemnity be rightly observed, no experiment will be verified, unless thou canst penetrate the
meaning of this chapter. He who wisheth to apply himself unto so great and so difficult a science should have
his mind free from all business, and from all extraneous ideas of whatever nature they may be. He should then
thoroughly examine the art or operation which he should undertake, and write it regularly out on paper,
particularly set aside for that purpose, with the appropriate conjurations and exorcisms. If there be anything to
mark or write down, it should be performed in the manner specified regarding the paper, ink, and pen. He
should also observe at what day and at what hour this experiment should be undertaken, and what things are
necessary to prepare for it, what should be added, and what can be dispensed with. The which matters being
prepared, it is necessary for thee to search out and arrange some fitting place wherein the magical art and its
experiments can be put in practice. All these things being thus arranged and disposed, let the master of the art
go into a proper and fitting place; or into his cabinet or secret chamber if it be convenient for the purpose, and
he can there dispose and set in order the whole operation; or he can use any other convenient secret place for
the purpose, provided that no one knoweth where it is, and that no man can see him when there. After this he
must strip himself entirely naked, and let him have a bath ready prepared, wherein is water exorcised, after the
manner which we shall describe, so that he may bathe and purify himself therein from the crown of his head
unto the sole of his foot, saying: O most powerful1 and ineffable God, who madest thy people pass dryshod
through the Red Sea when they came up out of the land of Egypt, grant unto me grace that I may be purified
and regenerated from all my past sins by this water, that so no uncleanness may appear upon me in thy
presence. Hereafter, for three days at least, thou shalt abstain from all idle, vain, and impure reasonings, and
from every kind of impurity and sin, as will be shown in the chapter of fast and of vigil. Each day shalt thou
recite the following prayer, at least once in the morning, twice about noon, thrice in the afternoon, four times
in the evening, and five times before lying down to sleep; this shalt thou do on the three ensuing days: These
three days having passed, thou must have all things in readiness, as hath been said, and after this a day
appointed and set apart. It will be necessary for thee to wait for the hour in which thou shouldst commence the
operation; but when once it shall be commenced at this hour, thou shalt be able to continue it unto the end,
seeing that it deriveth its force and virtue from its beginning, which extendeth to and spreadeth over the
succeeding hours, so that the master of the art will be enabled to complete his work so as to arrive at the
desired result. When the master of the art1 wisheth to put in practice any operation or experiment, especially
one of importance, he should first consider of what companions he should avail himself. This is the reason
why in every operation whose experience should be carried out in the circle, it is well to have three
companions. And if he cannot have Companions, he should at least have with him a faithful and attached dog.
But if it be absolutely necessary for him to have companions, these companions should be obligated and
bound by oath to do all that the master shall order or prescribe them, and they should study, observe, and
carefully retain, and be attentive unto all which they shall hear. For those who shall act otherwise shall suffer
and endure many pains and labors, and run into many dangers, which the spirits will cause and procure for
them, and for this cause sometimes they shall even die. Throughout this chapter Ad. After this let the disciples
robe themselves as the master hath done, and fast like him for three days, repeating the same prayer; let them
act like him, and in the work let them implicitly follow and obey him in all things. But if the master of the art
wisheth to have a dog for his companion, he must bathe him thoroughly with the exorcised water in the same
manner as the disciples, and let him perfume him with the odours and incense of art, and let him repeat the
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following conjuration over him: But if he wisheth to have for his companion a little boy or girl, which will be
still better, he must ordain them as he hath ordained the dog; and he must pare and cut the nails of their hands
and of their feet, saying: So K and L Then perfume the child with odours as above. When the companions
shall be thus ordained and disposed, the master shalt be able to operate in surety together with them, every
time that it shall please him; and he shall perform his operation happily, and shall attain his end. But for the
safety both of soul and of body, the master and the companions should have the pentacles before their breasts,
consecrated, and covered with a silken veil, and perfumed with the proper fumigations. By the which being
assured and encouraged, they may enter into the matter without fear or terror, and they shall be exempt and
free from all perils and dangers, provided that they obey the commands of the master and do all that he ordain
them. If they shall act thus, all things shall go according unto their desires. All being thus arranged, the master
should take heed that his disciples are perfectly instructed in those things which they have to perform. These
companions or disciples should be three in number, without including the master. They may also be of the
number of five, of seven, or of nine;4 but so that they ever implicitly obey the orders of their master; for thus
only shall all things come to a successful issue. Also see chapter 13 which speaks of "completa custodia"
which probably means "having completed the period of seclusion. The disciples should do the same, and
should equally put in practice all things necessary to be observed, if they wish to make use of all these
operations and experiments. Sl, K, and L Aub24 reads "necromancer", and Ad. O Lord God4 almighty, be
propitious unto me a miserable sinner, for I am not worthy to raise mine eyes unto heaven, because of the
iniquity of my sins and the multitude of my faults. O pitying and merciful father, who wouldest not the death
of a sinner but rather that he should turn from his wickedness and live, O God have mercy upon me and
pardon all my sins; for I unworthy entreat thee, O father of all creatures, thou who art full of mercy and of
compassion, by thy great goodness, that thou deign to grant unto me power to see and know these spirits
which I desire to behold and to invoke to appear before me and to accomplish my will. Through thee who art
conqueror, and who art blessed unto the ages of the ages. During the three last days before the commencement
of this action, thou shalt content thyself with only eating fasting diet,5 and that only once in the day; and it
will be better still if thou only partakest of bread and water. Thou shalt also abstain from every impure thing;
reciting the prayer above written. And on the last day, when thou shalt wish to commence the Operation, thou
shalt remain all day without eating, and later on thou shalt go into a secret place, where thou shalt confess all
thy sins unto God with a contrite heart. The Disciples also, together with the Master, shall recite the same
Confession with a low but distinct voice, as hath been already said in the First Book. The which being done,
thou shalt go unto the ordained place with thy companions, and all things being prepared, thou shalt make the
circle, as hath been already said, with all other necessary ceremonies;8 then shalt thou commence to invoke
the spirits by the exorcisms; thou shalt also repeat anew the foregoing confession as hath been already said in
the first book. After which, in sign of amendment and of repentance, each shall mutually kiss the other. Let the
master now give his commands unto his disciples, and pursue the course of the experiment, and work with all
diligence to bring it unto perfection. Mathers lists the Psalms by number only as "Psalms xiv. Included first in
Aub24 and K, but omitted in Ad. L identifies it as "" its numbering generally follows the Vulgate numbering. I
exorcise thee, O creature of Water, by him who hath created thee and gathered thee together into one place so
that the dry land appeared, that thou uncover all the deceits of the enemy, and that thou cast out from thee all
the impurities and uncleannesses of the spirits of the World of Phantasm, so they may harm me not, through
the virtue of God almighty who liveth and reigneth unto the ages of the ages. Then shalt thou begin to wash
thyself thoroughly in the bath, saying: EL strong and wonderful, I bless thee, I adore thee, I glorify thee, I
invoke thee, I render thee thanks from this bath, so that this water may be able to cast from me all impurity
and concupiscence of heart, through thee, O holy ADONAI; and may I accomplish all things through thee who
livest and reignest unto the ages of the ages. After this take the salt and bless it in this manner: The blessing of
the Father Almighty be upon this creature of salt, and let all malignity and hindrance be cast forth hencefrom,
and let all good enter herein, for without thee man cannot live, wherefore I bless thee and invoke thee, that
thou mayest aid me. Then thou shalt recite over the salt, this Psalm: Benedicite omnia opera Domini Domino
O all ye works of the Lord, bless ye It was however included in the original edition of the KJV. Mathers reads
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"Psalm ciii" here relying on the French and ignoring the Latin , but cites the same text as "Benedicite omnia
opera" in Chapter Daniel of course would have lived centuries after Solomon. Praise, O ye servants of the
Lord.
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Chapter 2 : the lesser key of solomon goetia | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
The Lesser Key of Solomon, Goetia: The Book of Evil Spirits Contains Two Hundred Diagrams (Classic Reprint) [Lauron
William De Laurence] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Count Andromalius The demons are described as being commanded by four kings of the cardinal directions: A
footnote in one variant edition instead lists them as Oriens or Uriens, Paymon or Paymonia, Ariton or Egyn,
and Amaymon or Amaimon, alternatively known as Samael, Azazel, Azael, and Mahazael purportedly their
preferred rabbinic names. Samael , Azazel, Azael, and Mahazuel. Most of the spirits summoned are tied to
points on a compass, four Emperors are tied to the cardinal points Carnesiel in the East, Amenadiel in the
West, Demoriel in the North and Caspiel in the South , and sixteen Dukes are tied to cardinal points,
inter-cardinal points, and additional directions between those. There are an additional eleven Wandering
Princes, totalling thirty-one spirit leaders who each rule several to a few dozen spirits. The Ars Paulina is in
turn divided into two books, the first detailing twenty-four angels aligned with the twenty-four hours of the
day, the second derived more from the Heptameron detailing the spirits of the degrees of the zodiac. A
15th-century copy is attested to by Robert Turner, and Hebrew copies were discovered in the 20th century.
The Ars Almadel instructs the magician on how to create a wax tablet with specific designs intended to
contact angels via scrying. The Ars Notoria contains a series of prayers related to those in The Sworn Book of
Honorius intended to grant eidetic memory and instantaneous learning to the magician. Some copies and
editions of the Lemegeton omit this work entirely; [19] [20] A. Waite ignores it completely when describing
the Lemegeton. Editions[ edit ] Crowley, Aleister ed. Translated into the English tongue by a dead hand
Foyers, Inverness: Society for the Propagation of Religious Truth, reprint: Noted by Peterson to be "uncritical
and indiscriminate in its use of source material". Considered "the definitive version" [22] and "the standard
edition". Targeted more toward practicing magicians than academics, claims that the demons were originally
derived from Mesopotamian mythology. Contains portions of Ars Almandel and split sections the Goetia,
missing large portions of the rituals involved. Includes the Goetia, Pauline Art and Almadel. Noted by
Peterson to be "almost totally unreadable". Bremmer and Jan R. Peeters, , pp. The Almadel is transcribed at
pp. Peterson; Weiser Books, Maine; Campbelll; Teitan Press,
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5 Thought is a secretion of the brain (Weissmann). Consciousness is a function of the brain (Huxley). Consciousness is
a function of the brain (Huxley). willed, and their cause is the series of "real" phenomena, called the operations of.

Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher.
He maketh thee to go Invisible. He ruleth over 66 This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. He ruleth over 66 Legions of Infernal Spirits. He appeareth in divers shapes, sometimes like a Cat,
sometimes like a Toad, and sometimes like a Man, and sometimes all these forms at once. This is his character
which is used to be worn as a Lamen before him who calleth him forth, or else he will not do thee homage. He
is under the Power of the East, and cometh up in the form of an old fair Man, riding upon a Crocodile,
carrying a Goshawk upon his fist, and yet mild in appearance. He maketh them to run that stand still, and
bringeth back runaways. He teaches all Languages or Tongues presently. He hath power also to destroy
Dignities both Spiritual and Temporal, and causeth Earthquakes. He was of the Order of Virtues. He hath
under his government 31 Legions of Spirits. And this is his Seal or Character which thou shalt wear as a
Lamen before thee. He is called Vassago. And he governeth 26 Legions of Spirits, and this is his Seal. He
appeareth in the form of a little Horse or Ass, and then into Human shape doth he change himself at the
request of the Master. He speaketh with a hoarse voice. He ruleth over 30 Legions of Inferiors. He teaches all
Liberal Sciences, and giveth account of Dead Souls that died in sin. And his Seal is this, which
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Be the first to ask a question about The Lesser Key of Solomon, Goetia; The Book of Evil Spirits Contains Two Hundred
Diagrams and Seals for Invocation Translated from Ancient Manuscr Lists with This Book.

Rudd Liber malorum Spirituum seu Goetia This Book contains all the names, orders, and offices of all the
spirits Salomon ever conversed with. The seals and characters belonging to each spirit, and the manner of
calling them forth to visible appearance. The definition of Magic Magic is the highest most absolute and
divine knowledge of natural philosophy advanced in its works and wonderful operations by a right
understanding of the inward and occult vertue of things, so that true agents being applied to proper patients,
strange and admirable effects will thereby be produced; whence magicians are profound and diligent searchers
into nature, they because of their skill know how to anticipate an effect which to the vulgar shall seem a
miracle. Origen saith that the magical art doth not contain anything subsisting, but although it should yet that
must not be evil or subject to contempt or scorn; and doth distinguish the natural magic from that which is
diabolical. Tyaneus only exercised the natural magic by which he perforned wonderful things. Philo Hebreus
saith that true magic by which we come to the secret works of nature is so far from being contemptible that the
greatest monarchs and kings have studied it. Nay amongst the Persians none might reign unless he was
skillfull in this great art. This noble science often degenerates, and from natural becomes diabolical, from true
philosophy turns to nigromancy, which is wholly to be charged uppon its followers who, abusing or not being
capable of that high and mystical knowledge do immediately hearken to the temptations of Sathan, and are
misled by him into the study of the black art. Hence it is that magic lies under disgrace and they who seek
after it are vulgarly esteemed sorcerers. And the fraternity of the Rosicrucians thought it not fit to style
themselves magicians, but philosophers. Thay are not ignorant empirics1 but learned and experienced
physicians whose remedies are not only lawful but divine. The little Key of Salomon the King which
containeth all the names, orders and offices of all the spirits that ever he hadd any converse with, with the
seales or Characters belongeing to Each spirit, and the manner of calling them forth to [visible] appearance, in
5 Parts, called Books viz - - - - -: The first part, is a Book of evill spirits, called Goetia , shewing how he
bound up those spirits and used them in severall things, wherby he obtained great fame. The second part is a
Booke of [aerial] spirits, partly good and partly evill, wch is called Theurgia Goetia being all spirits of the
ayre. The Third part is [a book] of spirits governing ye Planetary houres, and wt spirits belong to every degree
of the signes and planets in ye signes, and is called Ars Paulina. The fifth part is a Booke of orations and
prayers that wise Salomon used upon the alter in the Temple which is called Artem Novam [sic. Ars Nova ]
The wch was revealed to Salomon by the holy angel of God called Michael, and he also recieved [sic] many
breef Notes written by the fingar of God wch was delivered to him by ye said Angell, with Thunder claps,
without wc Notes Salomon hadd never obtained to his great knowledge, for by them in short time he knew all
arts and siences both good and badd which from these Notes [this book] is [also] called Ars Notoria. Sigil for
Agares, from Harl. Sigil for Vasago, from Harl. Magical circle and triangle, from Sloane
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It is possible that the Key of Solomon inspired later works, particularly the 17th-century grimoire also known as Clavicula
Salomonis Regis, Lesser Key of Solomon or Lemegeton, although there are many differences between the books.

The Key of Solomon the King was originally researched and translated by S. MacGregor Mathers from
ancient manuscripts in the British museums. Included by Mathers is the Order of the Pentacles of Solomon,
the Ancient Fragment of the Key of Solomon, The Qabalistic Invocation of Solomon, and 15 plates full of
figures, seals and charts, as well as the original text giving detailed instruction for spells and invocations. The
work is traditionally divided into two books detailing the Key of King Solomon. Book One explains the
operation of conjurations, curses, spells and other magical works. Book Two instructs the practitioner on the
proper attire, purification rituals and other means of obtaining the goals of the Goetia. Between these two
books is the list of plates that contain numerous illustrations and secret seals of Solomon, including the
Mystical Seal of Solomon, the Pentacles of Solomon, and the Mystical Alphabet, which impart the
mechanisms and requirements for the invocation of spirits and demons. As a modern grimoire, the Lesser Key
of Solomon has seen several editions with various authors and editors taking liberty to edit and translate the
ancient writings and source material. He was followed by Mathers and Crowley in who published The Goetia:
The Lesser Key of Solomon. Many others have assembled their own version of this ancient material since, and
it is important to realize that it is the contents rather than the book itself that make up the Lesser Key.
Traditionally, the source material is divided into five books: Mathers and Crowley indicate their edition is a
translation of the first. The original editor was a G. Crowley was then asked to step in and finish what the
previous author had begun. MacGregor Mathers is credited as the translator of this edition, and Crowley is
given the title of editor. Scholars believe these books of Solomon and their many iterations derive from the
ancient practices of Jewish Kabbalah and Arab Alchemy. After time, it is thought Greek and Roman
influences were added until, finally, the work was used and molded by high Renaissance magicians. This
book, as well as other King Solomon books, such as the Magical Treatise of King Solomon and the Testament
of Solomon, were brought back to modern times through the labors of occult practitioners such as S.
MacGregor Mathers, Aleister Crowley and others around the turn of the last century.
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Download the lesser key of solomon goetia or read online books in PDF, EPUB, Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click
Download or Read Online button to get the lesser key of solomon goetia book now. This site is like a library, Use search
box in the widget to get ebook that you want.

This trade paperback volume contains both The Key of Solomon the King The Greater Key and The Lesser
Key of Solomon, including all of the original illustrations, diagrams and annotations to aid the reader in their
understanding of the Solomon Key. The Key of Solomon the King was originally researched and translated by
S. MacGregor Mathers from ancient manuscripts in the British museums. Included by Mathers is the Order of
the Pentacles of Solomon, the Ancient Fragment of the Key of Solomon, The Qabalistic Invocation of
Solomon, and 15 plates full of figures, seals and charts, as well as the original text giving detailed instruction
for spells and invocations. The work is traditionally divided into two books detailing the Key of King
Solomon. Book One explains the operation of conjurations, curses, spells and other magical works. Book Two
instructs the practitioner on the proper attire, purification rituals and other means of obtaining the goals of the
Goetia. Between these two books is the list of plates that contain numerous illustrations and secret seals of
Solomon, including the Mystical Seal of Solomon, the Pentacles of Solomon, and the Mystical Alphabet,
which impart the mechanisms and requirements for the invocation of spirits and demons. The Lesser Key of
Solomon, or the Clavicula Salomonis Regis, or Lemegeton, is a compilation of materials and writings from
ancient sources making up a text book of magic or "grimoire. As a modern grimoire, the Lesser Key of
Solomon has seen several editions with various authors and editors taking liberty to edit and translate the
ancient writings and source material. He was followed by Mathers and Crowley in who published The Goetia:
The Lesser Key of Solomon. Many others have assembled their own version of this ancient material since, and
it is important to realize that it is the contents rather than the book itself that make up the Lesser Key.
Traditionally, the source material is divided into five books: Mathers and Crowley indicate their edition is a
translation of the first. In the preface to this edition, it is explained that a "Secret Chief" of the Rosicrucian
Order directed the completion of the book. The original editor was a G. Crowley was then asked to step in and
finish what the previous author had begun. MacGregor Mathers is credited as the translator of this edition, and
Crowley is given the title of editor. Scholars believe these books of Solomon and their many iterations derive
from the ancient practices of Jewish Kabbalah and Arab Alchemy. After time, it is thought Greek and Roman
influences were added until, finally, the work was used and molded by high Renaissance magicians. This
book, as well as other King Solomon books, such as the Magical Treatise of King Solomon and the Testament
of Solomon, were brought back to modern times through the labors of occult practitioners such as S.
MacGregor Mathers, Aleister Crowley and others around the turn of the last century.
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Chapter 7 : The Lesser Key of Solomon: Goetia: The Book of Evil Spirits: calendrierdelascience.com: L W D
The Lesser Key Of Solomon is the companion Grimoire to the Greater Key of Solomon, (also available in our Google
Play store). It focuses on the characteristics of the various demons, and the summoning rituals.

Goetia is the book where you can find detail explanations of how to raise these 72 demons which king
Solomon managed to capture. You will not only find how to evoke them, but also about them, what are their
qualities and what they can do. Instructions of how to evoke them are very important, but maybe it is even
more important to know how to handle them and how to obey them to your needs and what ever purpose you
need them for. Goetia or the Art of Solomon gives instructions of how to evoke 72 demons which were
captured by king Solomon, king of Israel, and according to legend were captivated and sealed in a bronze
barrel and than thrown into the depths of one big lake. When Babylonians found the barrel, they thought it
contains big treasure, so they forcefully opened the barrel and released the demons out along with their
legions. These are the names of all 72 demons which were captured by king Solomon. These are the names
and their features. He can give you the power of being invisible and wisdom. He appears with human face or
with a face of a frog or a cat, and sometimes with all three faces. He has a hoarse voice. He appears like a
pleasant old man who moves slowly riding a crocodile with a hawk on his wrist. He creates the ones who run
slowly, he brings back the fugitives, teaches all languages, destroys all spiritual and worldly honors and he is
the one creating earthquakes. He comes from the Order of Virtues. He revels what was lost or hidden. He has
good nature. He appears as a small horse or a donkey, but sometimes he takes human shape, too. He speaks
hoarsely, teaching of free-minded sciences and passing the words of the ones who died in sin. He speaks
honestly about all secret things or hidden things. He is the one who is the healer but as well the one who is
bringing the diseases. He is good in mechanics and he can turn people in everything he wants. He likes
thieves, burglars, crooks, lifters, robbers and blacklegs. He appears as a wolf with the head of a snake spitting
fire. He can also take a human shape but with wolf teeth. He makes peace among past and present as well
among enemies and friends. He also knows future and the past. He appears as a man with a crown on a
dromedary. He speaks hoarsely, teaches music, all sciences and secrets. He secures high place positions, he
secures good spirits in your house. He comes from North-East and from the Order of Authority. He appears
when the Sun is in Sagittarius. He teaches philosophy, logic and pharmacy. He heals all the diseases and
brings good spirits into the house.
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The Goetia: The Lesser Key of Solomon the King: Lemegeton - Clavicula Salomonis Regis, Book 1 [Aleister Crowley,
Hymenaeus Beta, Samuel Liddell, MacGregor Mathers] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers.

These, in turn, incorporated aspects of the Greco-Roman magic of Late Antiquity. The archetype was probably
a Latin or Italian text dating to the 14th or 15th century. There is also an early Greek manuscript dating to the
15th century Harleian MS. Its contents are very similar to the Clavicula. An early Latin text survives in printed
form, dated to ca. There are a number of later 17th century Latin manuscripts. One of the oldest existing
manuscripts besides Harleian is a text in English translation, entitled The Clavicle of Solomon, revealed by
Ptolomy the Grecian and dated to Sloane There are a number of French manuscripts, all dated to the 18th
century, with the exception of one dated to P, ed. The BL manuscript was dated to the 16th century by its first
editor Greenup , but is now thought to be somewhat younger, dating to the 17th or 18th century. Gollancz was
published by his son Hermann Gollancz in , who also published a facsimile edition in The Hebrew text is not
considered the original. It is rather a late Jewish adaptation of a Latin or Italian Clavicula text. MacGregor
Mathers in This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. September Summary[ edit ]
The Key of Solomon is divided into two books. It describes not the appearance or work of any spirit but only
the necessary drawings to prepare each "experiment" or, in more modern language, magical operations. Unlike
later grimoires such as the Pseudomonarchia Daemonum 16th century or the Lemegeton 17th century , the
Key of Solomon does not mention the signature of the 72 spirits constrained by King Solomon in a bronze
vessel. As in most medieval grimoires, all magical operations are ostensibly performed through the power of
God , to whom all the invocations are addressed. Before any of these operations termed "experiments" are
performed, the operator must confess his sins and purge himself of evil , invoking the protection of God. All
substances needed for the magic drawings and amulets are detailed, as well as the means to purify and prepare
them. Many of the symbols incorporate the Transitus Fluvii occult alphabet. Introduction[ edit ] According to
the mythical history of the document, as recorded in its introduction, Solomon wrote the book for his son
Rehoboam , and commanded him to hide the book in his sepulchre upon his death. The Angel of the Lord
appeared to him and extracted a promise that he would keep the text hidden from the unworthy and the
wicked, after which he was able to read it plainly. It also describes how to find stolen items, become invisible,
gain favour and love, and so on. Book II[ edit ] Book II describes various purifications which the operator
termed "exorcist" should undergo, how they should clothe themselves, how the magical implements used in
their operations should be constructed, and what animal sacrifices should be made to the spirits. Liddell
MacGregor Mathers []. The Veritable Key of Solomon.
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